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Abstract. Vortex flow meter is typical flow measure equipment. Its measurement output
signals can easily be impaired by environmental conditions. In order to obtain an improved
estimate of the time-averaged velocity from the vortex flow meter, a signal filter method is
applied in this paper. The method is based on a simple Savitzky-Golay smoothing filter
algorithm. According with the algorithm, a numerical program is developed in Python with the
scientific library numerical Numpy. Two sample data sets are processed through the program.
The results demonstrate that the processed data is available accepted compared with the
original data. The improved data of the time-averaged velocity is obtained within smoothing
curves. Finally the simple data smoothing program is useable and stable for this filter.

1 Introduction
As types of flow measurement equipments, vortex flow meters are commonly used to measure the
flow velocity. According with the advanced development of the flow measurement technology, they
play a major role in flow measurement business. The vortex flow meters are extensively used in
industries and academic research. It is being currently applied extensively in the measurement of
liquids, gases and steam [1].
The vortex flow meter is a device that works with based on the principle of shedding of vortices
behind a bluff body placed in the flow. Disturbances in the flow called vortices are created while the
fluid passes this bluff body. The vortices trail behind the cylinder, appearing alternatively from each
side of the body. The frequency at which these vortices alternate sides is proportional to the fluid flow
rate. The flow velocity can be obtained from this frequency. The accuracy and reliability of the meters
keeps them ahead of other devices [2-5].
Vortex flow meters are commonly employed in a variety of industry applications. However their
robustness and accuracy can easily be impaired by environmental conditions, such as inflow
disturbances and pulsating conditions. Many works on the signal post-processing have been carried
out [4-8]. Some of them were based on mathematical filter methods to establish the data filter. And
others built the filter software in the embedded computer of the vortex flow meters.
In order to obtain an improved estimate of the velocity from the meter, we apply a classical simple
smoothing filter for the signal data post-processing in this paper. It is based the Savitzky-Golay filter
and is corrected to adjust the fluctuation of the gas and reduce the lag of the transition.
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2 Methodologies
The Savitzky-Golay filter is a classical smoothing method for the signal processing [9]. It can be
applied to a set of digital data points for the purpose of smoothing the data. And it helps to increase
the signal-to-noise ratio without greatly distorting the signal. This is achieved, in a process known as
convolution, by fitting successive sub-sets of adjacent data points with a low-degree polynomial by
the method of linear least squares. The mathematic problem is described as the followings.
Assumed that there are the data consists of a set of n{xj, yj} points (j=1, ..., n), where x is an
independent variable and yj is an observed value. They are treated with a set of m convolution
coefficients, Ci according to the expression

Yj 

i  m 1 /2



i  m 1 /2

Ci y j i

(1)

The index j represents the running index of the ordinate data in the original data table. It is easy to
apply this formula in numerical program. Selected convolution coefficients could be found in the
Savitzky–Golay tables [9].
For example, for smoothing by a 5-point quadratic polynomial, m=5, i={−2,−1, 0, 1, 2} and Yj is
given by
Yj 

1
 3 y j 2  12  y j 1  17  y j  12  y j 1  3 y j 2 
35

(2)

where C−2=−3/35, C−1=12/35, C0=17/35, C1=12/35, C2=−3/35.
Moreover such as another example, for smoothing by a 7-point quadratic polynomial, m=7, i={−3,
−2, −1, 0, 1, 2, 3} and Yj is given by
Yj 

1
 2  y j 3  3 y j 2  6  y j 1  7  y j  6  y j 1  3 y j 2  2  y j 3 
21

(3)

where C−3=−2/21, C−2=3/21, C−1 =6/21, C0=7/21, C1=6/21, C2=3/21, C3=−2/21.

3 Solutions
There is a simple application of data smoothing, which are performed primarily to make the data
appear to be less noisy than it really is. According with above mathematic equations, the numerical
solver is programmed within Numpy, a python scientific numerical library [10].

4 Results and discussion
Utilizing the solver, we obtain the processed data of two samples in normalized data. The original data
of sample I are shown in Figure. 1. Its smoothed data processed by the filter with 5-point quadratic
polynomial are shown in Figure. 2. And its smoothed data processed by the filter with 7-point
quadratic polynomial are shown in Figure. 3. The other sample data set is shown in Figure. 4
(Original), Figure. 5 (filtered with 5-point quadratic polynomial) and Figure. 6 (filtered with 7-point
quadratic polynomial).
Comparing these figures, it can be seen from Figure.1 that there are some noise signals in the
original data. In the Figure. 2, the processed results are smoothed through the filter of the noise with
5-point quadratic polynomial. And in the Figure. 3, the data are demonstrated with fewer noise data. It
looks like as same as that in Figure. 4 to Figure. 6 with simple data II. It shows that the proposed
smoothing algorithm is feasible for the vortex flow meters in the fluctuation conditions. Moreover the
lag of the transition is reduced here.
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Figure 1. Original data I.

Figure 2. Processed data I by 5-point quadratic polynomial.

Figure 3. Processed data I by 7-point quadratic polynomial.
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Figure 4. Original data II.

Figure 5. Processed data II by 5-point quadratic polynomial.

Figure 6. Processed data II by 7-point quadratic polynomial.
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The data results, total average and standard deviation with maximal normalization, are listed in
Table 1. The processed data has the same average as the original data. In terms of the data filter for
Data I, its average of Processed by 5-point quadratic polynomial is a little more than the original
results and a little less than the results processed by 7-point quadratic polynomial filter. The standard
deviation of the results processed by 7-point quadratic polynomial filter is the smallest due to the filter
mathematical method.
Table 1. Average and deviation of two sample data
Item

Data I

Original
Processed by 5-point
quadratic polynomial
Processed by 7-point
quadratic polynomial

Data II

Original
Processed by 5-point
quadratic polynomial
Processed by 7-point
quadratic polynomial

Total average

Standard deviation

1.01060

0.01621

1.01020

0.01406

1.01030

0.01206

0.98114

0.03712

0.98104

0.02966

0.98124

0.02238

Another data example with linear increase trend is shown in Figure. 7 with filtered results, which
is shown in Figure. 8. In the Figure. 7 and Figure. 8, the dash lines display the linear increase trend.
In the measurement, the trend of the gas or liquid flow would affect the meter data transition due to
the system lag. The gradient of the linear fit for original data in Figure. 7 is 0.1505. And that gradient
of the filter processed data in Figure. 8 is 0.1504, almost similarly with the original one. The little
error is caused by some sample data changed by the filter.

Figure 7. Original data III with linear increase trend.
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Figure 8. Processed data III by 7-point quadratic polynomial.

In all, it appears from comparing these results that there is a reasonable agreement between the
original and processed signal data. However, the standard deviation of the processed data is much
lower than the original one. It shows that this smoothing fitter method is efficient.

Conclusions
In order to obtain improved velocity data from the vortex flow meter, the signal filter method is
applied here based on the simple Savitzky-Golay smoothing filter algorithm. The data is computed
through the algorithm numerical program. Comparing the processed data between 5-point and 7-point
quadratic polynomial filters, it shows that the similarly total average and standard deviation are
obtained. The processed data is improved and could be accepted for the analysis. Moreover the filter
is acceptable for the linear increase trend data and could prevent the lag error of the flow meter signals.
However, due to the property of the vortex flow, the range of the suitable measurement in one meter is
strictly limited. The filter for larger range of velocity fluid is under investigation.
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